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incisive is the only verification environment in the market that provides the ability to verify an entire ip block
at once in addition to the verification of individual cells, macros, and blocks. incisive provides a top-down view

of the entire block and a bottom-up view of all cells and macros. incisive offers a unique verification
environment for ip block verification. incisive provides a top-down view of the entire ip block, allowing

designers to verify a block’s functionality and design intent in one go. incisive also provides a bottom-up view
of all cells and macros inside the block, allowing designers to verify the cells and macros individually. incisive

provides the most comprehensive block-to-chip verification environment available in the market. incisive
includes functionality and analysis capability previously available only from 3rd party products. this makes it
an ideal verification solution for a wide range of verification-intensive applications including ic manufacturing,

ip block verification, software verification, soc verification, and system-level verification. incisive fully
integrates ip block verification with soc and other software verification. incisive provides an entire verification
environment for an entire ip block, which includes both the functional verification and timing analysis. incisive

also integrates with the user’s existing tools, including the user’s design and verification tools. incisive
supports the most powerful fpga-based verification technology in the market. incisive provides the most

extensive and powerful fpga-based verification engine in the market. incisive is the only verification
environment that provides easy integration with the user’s existing tools, including the user’s verilog and hdl-

based design and verification tools. 5ec8ef588b
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